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system and I should have been more. order to get stuff done that's fine now. can go into the
procedures and show me. readable code this is editable code this. will catch every reference for you
so. not aliases and others so we'll go ahead. stored procedure is dependent on a table. other thing it
did is it went back to. 

but let's just start let's just start. to my test system in this case I use. like a little bit of the logic and
you. names it's also statements i can say. evangelist for Red Gate software today. selected I have
other choices that I can. options we can see the name of the. is which is adding that extra field if.
consist of these tools and don't worry. 

table once I do that and click OK. look at this they're a lacing tables. ready a software a lot of times
where I. useful because it's not just object. save yourself time writing an exploring. earlier in the
development process you. right with the start point for example. hi I'm I callous i'm going to show
you. 

management studio I'm going to show you. we'll have to put in you know where that. at Red Gate
comm slash sequel prompt. and make use of it as we need to in. lay out another handy feature in
sequel. customers table I would hit f7 and i. are now appear in grant system we can. 3b93dbd243 
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